The method of unitary clothing transformations is applied in the model involving nucleon and neutral pion fields interacting via the regularized pseudoscalar Yukawa-type coupling. In this approach the mass counterterms are cancelled (at least, partly) by commutators of the generators of clothing transformations and the field interaction operator forming the pion and nucleon mass shifts expressed through the corresponding three-dimensional integrals whose integrands depend on certain covariant combinations of the relevant three-momenta. The property provides the momentum independence of mass renormalization. The conditions imposed upon the cutoff vertex function are specified.
FIELD MODEL WITH REGULARIZED INTERACTION
Our departure point is the Hamiltonian ( ) 
where -set of all creation and destruction operators of the "bare" particles with physical masses and couping constants [1] . In case of a spinor (fermion) field and a neutral pseudoscalar (meson) field one has are usual mass counterterms for mesons and fermions, containing respective mass shifts and where and play role of trial (unrenormalized) masses. The oneparticle operators in (2) satisfy the usual commutation relations
In our non-local extension of the Yukawa-type coupling the interaction operator is
, ; ,
with physical vertex functions (real Lorentz-scalar cutoff form-factors in each vertex). Dirac spinors and v satisfy the conventional equations and form the matrix
The vertex counterterm V V is determined by the formulae (4) but with substituted by where -bare coupling constant.
The CPT invariance of the total Hamiltonian leads to
CLOTHED PARTICLE REPRESENTATION
By definition, the one-bare-particle states † 0 0
α Ω are the eigenstates of the free part of the Hamiltonian
However, the same one- there exists a new set of creation/destruction operators in terms of which
? Greenberg and Schweber [2] assumed that such set of operators , called "clothed", existed and was connected with the initial set of operators via the unitary transformation which kept -operator intact
H H Applying this transformation to the total Hamiltonian operator, we find ( ) ( ),
, .
with the decompositions ( )
where with -brackets.
[
Generator has to be chosen in such a way that does not contain terms, called "bad", which prevent the one-particle states to be the eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian (e.g., and V ), namely 
BAD TERMS REMOVAL AND MASS RENORMALIZATION
It is convenient to separate several types of operators in . "Transition" operators, and of -order, consist of more than three creation/destruction operators of any species. " " and " b " mark "good" operators which refer to the physical processes and "bad" operators which prevent the oneparticle states to be the eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian, respectively. "Mass-" and "vertex-like" operators, 
the Hamiltonian contains bad terms of all orders in . g Thus, the generator has all orders in and contains same operator structures as "bad" terms.
The primary interaction operator V consists of the -order bad terms . Therefore, we are going to define the generator in the following way [3] :
Adopting this definition, we have
,
.
Following [3, 4] , to determine the mass shifts in the -order we require
finding the -order mass corrections in the form ( ) (
S i π δ ω −
SOME GENERAL LINKS
Let us consider the momentum independence in question from a general point of view and look at the one-particle matrix elements ,
to be definite with the spinless states as in case of pion, where, e.g., ,
with the second order T -operator
To set links with previous discussions it is sufficient to note that on certain conditions the following relation 
one can show that ( )
